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PROSPECTS FOR PEACEFUL AND CREDIBLE ELECTION 2016: Evidence from a CDD-Ghana pre-election survey



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Context of the survey
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Issues dominating the news headlines immediately before and during the survey • Controversy was still raging over the integrity of the voter register and its cleaning. • The supreme court ordered the EC to remove from the voter roll the deletion of 56,000 NHIS card registrants the EC is said to have identified. • Ruling party supporter hostility to the supreme court order triggered the pro-NDC Montie FM panelists’ threat of physical harm to the Chief Justice and other Supreme Court judges. • Partisan disagreement emerged over the proposal to bring forward the December 7 election date to November 7 by constitutional amendment. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Issues dominating the news headlines immediately before and during the survey • The country was experiencing the return of power outages (dumsor) in the midst of public outrage over huge spike in electricity tariffs. • Candidates and parties intensified their election campaigns, with NDC and NPP formally launching their 2016 election campaigns; some named their campaign teams; and began to outline their policies and programs. • The tone of the election campaign as well as political discourse became increasingly bellicose; the use of inflammatory language in the media and political party (mainly NDC and NPP) mobilization of private militias escalated. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Issues dominating the news headlines immediately before and during the survey • The IGP’s threat to close down the social media on election-day to prevent “anarchy” was eliciting strong media/CSO push back. • There was an increase in party and candidate supporter partisan tagging of civil society and independent non-state actors as “opposition stooges”. • Ethnic undertones emerged in election campaign. • Open endorsement of presidential candidates by some local chiefs provoked debates over the appropriateness of traditional authorities’ involvement in partisan politics. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Issues dominating the news headlines immediately before and during the survey • Government/ruling party corruption/conflict of interest emerged as a focal election campaign issue, mainly triggered by media reports that the President had received a Ford Expedition vehicle gift from a Burkinabe private contractor undertaking several government public works contracts. • Advocacy for peaceful elections/political tolerance surged, reflecting the rising political temperature and deployment of abusive language against political opponents and growing partisan militancy. • A newly constituted National Peace Council was inaugurated, with Rev. Dr. Asante (chair of the previous Council and presidential nominee to the Council) as its Chair. • The EC received criticisms, especially from the opposition, for failing to adhere to its own election time table. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Survey methodology
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Methodology • Nationally representative sample of adult citizens o All respondents are randomly selected. o Sample is distributed across regions and urban-rural areas in proportion to their share in the national population. o Every adult citizen has an equal chance of being selected. • Face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice. • Sample size of 2,400 yields a margin of error of ±2% at a 95% confidence level.



• Fieldwork (or data collection) was took place from July 2 to 18, 2016. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Demographics of survey location and respondents
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Demographics (About survey location)



Region Western Central Greater Accra Volta Eastern Ashanti Brong Ahafo Northern Upper East Upper West Geographical location and coverage Rural Urban Number of districts surveyed Number of towns/villages surveyed



Survey distribution 9.7% 8.7% 18.3% 8.6% 10.7% 19.3% 9.0% 9.0% 4.0% 2.7%



National distribution of adult population 9.5% 8.7% 18.6% 8.6% 10.6% 19.5% 9.0% 8.9% 4.0% 2.6%



46.0% 54.0%



46.0% 54.0% 163 291
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Demographics (About survey location)
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Demographics (About survey respondents) Gender Male Female Age Youth (18-35 years) Young adults (36-50 years) Old adults (51-60 years) Elderly (61 years and above) Mean age Median age Modal age Lowest age Highest age Highest level of education Secondary (completed & partial) Primary (completed & partial) None or informal schooling Tertiary (post-sec/polytechnic/university) Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



50.0% 50.0% 51.0% 28.0% 11.0% 10.0% 39 years 35 years 30 years 18 years 99 years 46.0% 22.0% 16.0% 15.0%



Demographics (About survey respondents) Religion Christian religion Islamic religion Traditional religion (including Hinduism) None Other (Atheist/Christian science/Refused/Don't know) Main occupation Trader (retailer/shop owner, hawker & vendor) Agriculture (farming, fishing & forestry) Never had a job, housewife, or student Artisan or skilled manual worker Mid and upper level professionals Unskilled manual worker Clerical or secretarial Supervisor / Foreman / Senior Manager Security services (police, army, private security) Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



74.0% 21.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.0% 27.0% 22.0% 19.0% 14.0% 9.0% 5.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%



MAIN FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY
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Popular preference for free and fair elections
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The ballot box remains the most popular mechanism for selecting leaders • More than 8 in 10 Ghanaians (84%) prefer that their leaders are selected through regular open and honest elections. • Only a small minority (13%) think other methods should be adopted because elections produce bad results at times.



Q13. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. Statement 1: We should choose our leaders in this country through regular, open and honest elections. Statement 2: Since elections sometimes produce bad results, we should adopt other methods for choosing this country’s leaders. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



The ballot box remains the most popular mechanism for selecting leaders| 2014-2016 • Support for election of leaders through regular open and honest elections has remained high and stable between 2014 and 2016.



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular opinions on the power of the ballot • Ghanaians believe that their vote matters. Seven in ten believe citizens can use their power as voters to choose leaders who will improve their lives. • However, over a quarter (27%) remain skeptical.
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Popular opinions on the efficacy of elections • Ghanaians believe that elections in the country are, indeed, efficacious. A solid majority (65%) of Ghanaians believe elections enable voters to remove non-performing or non-responsive leaders from office. • But close to a third think otherwise.



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular opinions on the efficacy of elections • Opinions are divided as to whether elections ensure effective representation by their MPs. Only half (50%) believe elections ensure that Members of Parliament reflect the views of voters; and 45% disagree.



Q14. Think about how elections work in practice in this country. In your opinion, how well do elections: (A) Ensure that the Members of Parliament reflect the views of voters. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular opinions on the efficacy of elections in Ghana |2014-2016 • Between 2014 and 2016, the percentage of Ghanaians who believe elections enable voters to remove non-performing or non-responsive leaders from office increased by a marginal 5 percentage point.



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular awareness of the 2016 elections
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Awareness of the forthcoming national elections •



Most Ghanaians: know the location of the polling station where they will be voting in the upcoming election; know they would be required to show biometric voter ID card in order to vote; possess official biometric voter ID card; and know they would be voting for MPs and President during the elections.



•



However, awareness of proposal to change in this year’s election day from December 7 to November 7 was hardly universal (63%).



Q16. As you may know Ghana will hold elections in 2016. I would like to ask you a few questions about these elections. (a) As far as you know, in which month will the election be held? (b) To your knowledge, will citizens be casting ballots for members of parliament as well as the president? (c) To your knowledge, will citizen have to show a biometric voter identification card in order to vote? (d) At this time, do you possess an official biometric voter identification card? (e) And do you know the location of the polling station where you are registered to vote? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Awareness of the forthcoming national elections • Indeed, less than half of the electorate (47% ) reported following the the 2016 election preparations or campaigns ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ closely. A little more than half of the electorate (52%) said they had not been doing so.



Q17. How closely are you following the preparations or campaign for the 2016 election? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Sources of information on the 2016 elections • Ghanaians obtain most of their information on the 2016 polls from private radio (46%), government radio (37%), private TV (36%), and government TV (33%). • Ghanaians also rely on ‘informal’ sources of news such as friends/neighbors/co-workers (26%), family members (22%), community meetings (17%). • Only 15 percent source election news from the internet or social media, and 11 percent from private and government newspapers. Fewer than 1 in 10 citizens get their election knowledge from the NCCE or governance CSOs (CDD-Ghana, IDEG, IEA etc).
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Sources of information on the 2016 elections How much information on 2016 elections do citizens obtain from specific sources (%) | 2016 A lot of A little or no Don’t information information know Private radio 46 53 2 Govt. radio 37 61 2 Private television 36 61 3 Govt. television 33 64 4 Friends, neighbours or co-workers 26 73 1 Family members 22 78 1 Community meetings 17 80 3 Religious leaders or gatherings 16 83 1 Political party officials 15 83 2 The Internet 15 74 11 Social media 15 74 11 Chiefs or elders 12 87 1 Govt. newspapers 11 80 9 Private newspapers 11 79 10 National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) 8 82 9 Civil society/civic advocacy groups like CODEO, CDD, 7 78 15 Civic Forum Initiative, IEA, and IDEG Q29. How much information on the 2016 elections have you received from the following sources: (a) Family members? (b) Friends, neighbours or co-workers? (c) Community meetings? (d) Political party officials? (e) Chiefs or elders? (f) Religious leaders or gatherings? (g) National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE)? (h) Government newspapers? (i) Private newspapers? (j) Government radio? (k) Private radio? (l) Government television? (m) Private television? (n) The Internet? (o) Social media? (p) Civil society/civic advocacy groups like CODEO, CDD, Civic Forum Initiative, IEA, and IDEG?
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Citizen participation in pre-election activities • Only minorities reported participation in any pre-election activity in the past year. When they did, they mainly called into radio/TV programs; got together with others to discuss vote options; or attended a voter education meeting. Citizen participation in pre-election activities (%) | 2016 Yes, at No, but No, would least would if had never do Don’t once/twice the chance this Know



Called into a radio or TV talk show to discuss an election-related issue Got together with others to discuss who to vote for Attended a voter education meeting Attended an election rally Worked to get a candidate or party elected Reported a campaign malpractice or incident Participated in a political party primary



31



16



52



1



28 21 18 10 10 6



21 39 20 25 35 40



51 38 60 64 54 52



1 1 1 2 1 2



Q38. (d) Attended a voter education meeting? (e) Got together with others to discuss who to vote for? (f) Attended an election rally? (g) Worked to get a candidate or party elected? (h) Participated in a political party primary? (i) Reported a campaign malpractice or incident? (j) Called into a radio or TV talk show to discuss an election-related issue? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Citizen and institution preparedness for the 2016 polls
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Registered voter in 2012 and 2016 elections • More than 9 in 10 (93%) of adult Ghanaians claim to be registered to vote in the 2016 elections. That compares favorably with 2012 where 76% had done same.



Q41. In talking to people about elections, we often find that some people were unable to vote because they weren’t registered, they were sick, or they just didn’t have time. By looking at public records kept by election officials, we can get an accurate report of how many people actually voted in the 2012 elections in this area. Of course, these public records do not say who you voted for. Part of our study will involve checking these records against the survey reports. Which of the following statements best describes you in the 2012 elections? Q42. As you know, Ghana will hold new national elections in 2016. Again, we find that some have not yet registered because they have not had the time, did not know where to register, or did not have the correct documents. By looking at public records kept by election officials, we can get an accurate report of how many people are actually registered. Of course, these public records do not say which party you support. Part of our study will involve checking these records against the survey reports. Which of the following statements best describes your current status ahead of the 2016 elections?



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Prepared to vote in the 2016 elections? • An absolute majority of those who claimed to be registered voters in 2016 declared an intention to vote in the upcoming national elections.



Q43. How likely are you to vote in the 2016 elections? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Preparedness of institutions for 2016 elections •



Assessments of the preparedness of key state institutions implicated in the 2016 polls vary. Majorities (8 in 10) perceive the army and police as “very well” or “somewhat” prepared. Preparedness of institutions for 2016 elections (%) | 2016 Very well or Not at all or not somewhat prepared very well prepared



Army Police Independent media houses Government media houses Electoral Commission National Peace Council National Media Commission Bureau of National Investigation National House of Chiefs District Security Council Election watchdog groups National Commission for Civic Education Inter Party Advisory Committee



79 78 64 63 58 57 53 52 51 47 46 41 41



5 9 6 8 24 11 12 12 13 10 6 21 7



Don’t know



15 13 29 29 18 32 35 36 35 43 47 38 51



Q18. In your opinion, how well prepared are the following institutions for the 2016 elections? If you haven't heard enough about any of these institutions, please say "I don't know. (a) Electoral Commission (EC)? (b) The National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE)? (c) The National Media Commission (NMC)? (d) The National Peace Council (NPC)? (e) The National House of Chiefs (NHC)? (f) The Bureau of National Investigations (BNI)? (g) The Police? (h) The Army? (i) District Security Committees (DISEC)? (j) Government Media Houses? (k) Independent Media Houses? (l) Election Watchdog Groups? (m) The Inter-Party Advisory Committee (IPAC)?



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Evaluations of the quality of the limited voter registration exercise
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Assessments of EC performance in the limited voter registration exercise • Majorities rate the EC as having performed ‘very well’ or ‘well’ in ensuring that (a) all eligible persons were able to register (60%); (b) minors were not registered (57%), and (c) foreigners were not registered (54%).



Q19. The Electoral Commission recently completed a limited voter registration exercise. In your opinion how well did the Electoral Commission perform in terms of the following: (a) Ensuring all those eligible to register were able to do so? (b) Ensuring that foreigners were not registered? (c) Ensuring that minors were not registered?
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Assessments of the limited voter registration exercise • In general, Ghanaians expressed satisfaction with o The conduct of security personnel (72%); political party agents (68%), and registration officials’ handling of challenges against some registrants (65%).



o The presence of posters directing registrants to centers (67%); functioning of biometric device (65%); time taken to go through the registration process (65%); adequacy of centers in their localities (63%); and length of time allowed for the exercise (55%) Satisfaction with the way the limited voter registration was conducted (%) | 2016 Very or fairly Not at all or not Don’t satisfied very satisfied know



The conduct of security personnel at registration centers The conduct of political party agents at registration centers The presence of posters directing people to registration center The functioning of biometric equipment The time taken to go through the registration processes The way registration officials handled challenges against some registrants? The number or adequacy of registration centers in your area The length of time available for registration



72 68 67 65 65



13 17 23 20 21



15 16 10 16 15



65



17



18



63 55



26 35



11 10



Q20. Overall, how satisfied are you with the way the limited voter registration was conducted in 2016? (A) The length of time available for registration? (B)The number or adequacy of registration centers in your area? (C) The presence of posters directing people to registration center? (D) The functioning of biometric equipment? (E) The conduct of political party agents at registration centers? (F) The conduct of security personnel at registration centers? (G) The time taken to go through the registration processes? (H) The way registration officials handled challenges against some registrants?



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular preference for credible elections
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Popular preference for credible elections • About 8 in 10 Ghanaians (79%) say they prefer to have completely free and fair elections even if their candidates fail to win. • Only 16% would prefer their candidate to win even if the election were not free and fair. Preference for one’s candidate emerging winner even if the election is not completely free and fair vs. Preference for election that is completely free and fair even if one’s candidate loses (%) | 2016



Percent



Prefer an election that is completely free and fair even if my candidate does not win



79



Prefer candidate wins, even if the election is not completely free and fair



16



Agree With Neither



4



Don’t know



1



25I. Thinking about elections in Ghana, which of the following is closest to your own view. Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.
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Ghanaians are optimistic about the credibility of the 2016 elections • Nearly 8 in 10 citizens (77%) believe the 2016 elections will be ‘completely free and fair’ or ‘free and fair with minor problems’; only a little over a tenth express pessimism (see red bars). • This contrasts sharply with the nearly equally split opinions over the freeness and fairness of the 2012 national elections. Forty eight percent rate it as ‘completely free and fair’ or ‘free and fair with minor problems’; but 45% think otherwise (see blue bars).
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Popular expectations for good quality 2016 elections • Large majorities expect the following aspects of Election 2016 to be free and fair, though in all cases over a tenth to nearly one-fifth are pessimistic: o o o o o o



Peace and security for all citizens (79%) Resolution of any post-election disputes (77%) The counting and reporting of results (76%) The availability of information on all candidates and parties (74%) Equal treatment of all candidates by the media (73%) Equal access to resources by all candidates and parties (71%)



Expected freeness and fairness of specific aspects of 2016 elections (%) | 2016 Completely free & Not free & fair fair or free & fair of free & fair with minor with major problems problems Don’t know



Peace and security for all citizens during the election campaign The resolution of any post-election disputes The counting and reporting of results The availability of information about all candidates and parties Equal treatment of all candidates by the mass media Equal access to resources by all candidates and parties



79 77 76 74 73 71



12 14 15 16 17 17



9 10 9 10 10 12



Q24a-f. Let’s break down the various parts of the upcoming 2016 elections. How free and fair do you expect these elections to be in terms of: Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Perceived neutrality of the Electoral Commission • A clear majority of Ghanaians believe the EC performs its duties as a “neutral body guided by law”. However, about a third think the EC takes decisions meant to favour particular people, parties, or interests.



Q27a. Statement 1: The Electoral Commission performs its duties as a neutral body guided only by law. vs. Statement 2: The Electoral Commission makes decisions that favour particular people, parties or interests



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular fears and apprehensions going into 2016 polls
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Likelihood of vote secrecy, fair vote count, correct vote tally announcement •



Seven in 10 Ghanaians (71%) believe they enjoy vote secrecy: it is ‘not at all’ or ‘not very’ likely for powerful people to know who they voted for. But a quarter of the population thinks otherwise.



•



Sixty-three percent deem the prospect of their votes not being counted unlikely. But nearly a third remain skeptical.



•



However, only half of the population trust the correct ballot count would be announced. A large minority (46%) believe it is very/somewhat likely that the wrong vote tally would be announced.



Q30. In your opinion, how likely will the following things happen in the 2016 elections?
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Experience with vote coercion in 2016 election campaign • Very few Ghanaians report being threatened for their votes in the 2016 election campaign



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



2016 vote coercion culprits • The extremely few Ghanaians who report vote coercion cite the NPP and NDC Parties mentioned as culprits in the threats for votes (%) | 2016 New Patriotic Party (NPP) National Democratic Congress (NDC) Don’t know/Refused to answer Other authorities People’s National Convention (PNC) Traditional authority National Democratic Party (NDP) Progressive People’s Party (PPP) Convention People’s Party (CPP) An Independent Candidate



Frequency 42 38 16 9 3 3 2 2 1 1



Q79. or twice,” “few times” or “often” Which party (or other authority) threatened you?



% 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



• Just 1% claimed these threats were accompanied by actual physical violence against them.
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Fear of victimization for vote choice •



A solid majority of Ghanaians (65%) think that they will suffer “a little” or “not at all” if they were to vote for the party of their choice.



•



Almost a quarter (25%), however, think they will suffer “a great deal” or “somewhat” if they voted for their preferred party.



Q83. To what extent do you think people in your area will suffer negative consequences if they vote for the party of their choice? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Likelihood of violence breaking out during and after the 2016 poll • One-fifth up to nearly one-third of Ghanaians see the likelihood of violence breaking out between/among the ff. actors during and after the 2016 elections. Likelihood of violence during and after the 2016 polls (%) | 2016 Very or Very or somewhat somewhat likely unlikely



Don’t know



Between rival political party supporters before the election, that is during the election campaign



29



63



8



Between rival political party supporters on the day of the election, that is when people line up to vote



28



64



8



Between rival political party supporters after the election, especially when results are announced



30



62



9



Within a political party



23



68



9



Between an opposition party and security forces



24



66



10



Between the incumbent party and security forces



19



70



10



Q81. Think of your electoral constituency, that is, the area where you and your neighbors cast ballots in elections. In your view, what is the risk of election-related violence? In other words, is violence likely or unlikely. (A) Between rival political party supporters before the election, that is during the election campaign?(B) Between rival political party supporters on the day of the election, that is when people line up to vote?(C) Between rival political party supporters after the election, especially when results are announced?(D) Within a political party?(E) Between an opposition party and security forces? (F) Between the incumbent party and security forces?
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Popular opinions on ensuring election credibility and peacefulness
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Popular opinions on measures for ensuring clean and peaceful Election 2016 • Ghanaians are highly concerned about ensuring that election disputes, including potential violence, are resolved peacefully and fairly. • They are also concerned, but somewhat less, so about the quality and accessibility of the voters’ roll. Popular opinions on the importance of the following measures for ensuring free and fair Election 2016 Very or Not at all somewhat or not very Don’t important important know



Ensuring there is no political violence Ensuring the police and army are neutral Quickly resolving any post-election disputes Releasing results as soon as possible after the polls close Posting of election results at polling stations Displaying the voters’ roll for inspection by the public Giving each political party a copy of the voters’ roll Deleting names of persons who registered with NHIS cards



94 94 93 92 89 85 84 59



4 4 5 6 9 12 12 33



2 2 2 2 3 3 4 7



Q25a-h. Please tell me how important you think each of the following measures will be in ensuring that 2016 elections will be free and fair. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Perceived breach of electoral laws and regulations • Nearly 5 in 10 (47%) Ghanaians believe political parties and candidates ignore electoral laws; 4 in 10 (41%) think they ‘never’ or ‘rarely do so.



Q28. In your opinion, how often, during elections in this country: (A) Do political parties and candidates ignore election laws? (B) Do political parties or candidates buy votes? (C) Do political parties or candidates use violence?
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Ensuring polling station security •



Almost 8 in 10 Ghanaian say they will feel more secure if there were armed security personnel at the polling station



•



A small minority (13%) say the presence of armed security personnel will not make a difference to how they feel.



Q84. Would the presence of armed security personnel (army or police) at polling stations make you feel more secure, make no difference, or make you feel less secure?
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Support for independent domestic and international observer presence at polling stations • 3 in 5 Ghanaians say the presence of both domestic and international observers will make things “much better” or better.” Only a little under a quarter say their presence will not make a difference.



Q85a&b. Would the presence of the following make things better or worse: Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular preference for peaceful elections
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Popular preference for peaceful elections • Close to two-thirds of Ghanaians (64%) say they prefer an election that is entirely peaceful even if it is not completely free and fair • But about a quarter (24%) hold the opposite view (an election that is completely free and fair, even if it is not entirely peaceful). Preference for an election that is completely free and fair, even if it is not entirely peaceful vs. Preference for an election that is entirely peaceful, even if it not completely free and fair. (%) | 2016



Percent Prefer an election that is entirely peaceful, even if it is not completely free and fair



64



Prefer an election that is completely free and fair, even if it is not entirely peaceful



24



Agree With Neither



11



Don’t know



1



Q27B. Thinking about the upcoming elections in Ghana, which of the following is closest to your own view. Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2
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Political parties deploying violence in elections • Nearly half (44%) believe political parties engage in violence during elections. • A slightly higher percentage (47%) think candidates and parties ‘never’ or ‘rarely’ use violence.



Q28. In your opinion, how often, during elections in this country: (A) Do political parties and candidates ignore election laws? (B) Do political parties or candidates buy votes? (C) Do political parties or candidates use violence?
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Popular rejection of violence as a political instrument • An absolute majority of Ghanaians say the use of violence is never justified in Ghanaian politics • Only a minority (12%) say violence is sometimes necessary if used to support a just cause



Q75. Statement 1: The use of violence is never justified in Ghanaian politics today. Statement 2: In this country, it is sometimes necessary to use violence in support of a just cause.
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Incidence of violence during elections • Three in four Ghanaians report that elections have never led to violence in the constituencies. • But almost one fifth say elections have led to violence in their constituency once or twice, a few times or often.



Q77. Thinking about the past, how often has the conduct of elections led to violence in this electoral constituency? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Opinions on election conflict resolution/securing election peace
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Preferred mode of election dispute resolution •



Nine in 10 Ghanaians say they won’t resort to unlawful actions even if the 2016 elections do not honestly and accurately reflect the popular will



•



More than 7 in 10 say they will seek redress in the courts (file a petition)



•



However, they are split on peaceful protests versus demonstrations in the event the 2016 elections are rigged



Q86. If the results of the 2016 election do not honestly and accurately reflect the will of the voters, what should the aggrieved people do? (A) Ask the courts for redress, for example by filing an election petition? (B) Engage in peaceful protests/demonstrations? (C) Take the law into their own hands, for example by engaging in violent protests?
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Perceived institutional effectiveness in violent election conflict resolution Ghanaians are emphatic about election stakeholders they deem most effective in resolving constituency electoral violence. • Nine in 10 say the armed forces are “very effective” or “somewhat effective” when violence breaks out in a constituency, followed by the police (86%), religious authority (72%), Traditional authority (69%), and citizen peace committees, NGOs and CSOs (63%) • Less than 6 in 10 see IPAC as “very effective” or “somewhat effective” in resolving electoral violence (possibly because IPAC may not be well known or active at the constituency level - as nearly a quarter of respondents say they don’t know).
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Perceived effectiveness of key bodies in resolution of violent election conflict



Q82. In the event that electoral violence occurs in this constituency during the current election, how effective do you think the following actors would be in resolving the conflict peacefully? If you haven't heard enough about them, please say "Don't know".
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Popular acceptance of duly elected government’s legitimacy • Almost 9 in 10 Ghanaians say it is important to obey the government in power even if you did not vote for it. • About 1 in 10 Ghanaians say it is not necessary to obey the laws of a government you did not vote for.



Q88. Statement 1: It is important to obey the government in power, no matter who you voted for. Statement 2: It is not necessary to obey the laws of a government that you did not vote for.
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Popular acceptance of the authority of the police and the courts • Large majorities accept the authority of the courts and the police.



Q87. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: (B) The courts have the right to make decisions that people always have to abide by.(C) The police always have the right to make people obey the law.
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Popular acceptance of EC’s poll results announcement authority • Over three quarter of Ghanaians affirm the EC’s authority to announce poll results. Only 15% would want parties to arrogate that right to themselves.



Q87. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: (A) The Electoral Commission has the authority to say who won or lost the election (E) A political party has the right to declare election results.
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State versus party provision of political party and candidate security • Three in five (60%) of Ghanaians “strongly agree” or “agree” that political parties and their presidential candidates should rely on official police for their security in the upcoming elections instead of private security (macho men, private militia, army or macho men). • However, a little over a quarter (26%) say that they “strongly disagree” or “disagree” that political parties should rely solely on state-provided security



Q76. Please tell me whether you disagree or agree with the following statement: Political parties and their presidential candidates should solely rely on the Ghana Police Service (official police) for their security in this election instead of having private militia, army, or “macho men” as their personnel security.
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Popular opinions on vote-buying and vote-selling
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Popular attitudes to vote-buying • Close to 7 in 10 Ghanaians believe it is ‘wrong and punishable’ for a candidate to buy votes.



• A smaller majority (57%) deem vote selling ‘wrong and punishable’ • But a quarter and less than 1 in 5, respectively, condone vote-selling and vote-buying. They deem it ‘wrong but understandable’ or ‘not wrong at all’.



Q71a-b. Do you think it is not wrong at all, wrong but understandable, or wrong and punishable for (a) A candidate or party official to offer money or gifts in return for a vote? (b) A voter to accept money or gifts in return for his or her vote? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Popular attitudes to vote-buying • Close to half of adult Ghanaians (47%) say they will refuse money from a candidate in exchange for their vote and cast their ballot for their preferred candidates. • Another 4 in 10 Ghanaians say they will take the money, but still vote for their preferred candidates. • Only 5% say their vote can be bought.



Q72. If a candidate or party official offered you money for your vote in 2016, would you: Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Attitudes to vote buying • Close to a third of respondents believe that other people in the community will take the money offered for their votes, but that won’t influence their vote preference. • A little over one-tenth also say other people in the community will refuse the money and vote for their preferred candidates as well. • Nearly 4 in every 10 respondents say they ‘don’t know’ how other people in the community will react when offered money for their votes.



Q73. And what about other people in your neighbourhood or village? If a candidate or party official offered them money for their votes in 2016, would they: Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Political parties buying votes during elections • Six in 10 Ghanaians (60%) believe political parties and candidates often/always engage in vote buying during elections; but a little over a quarter (27%) do not share this opinion.



Q28. In your opinion, how often, during elections in this country: (A) Do political parties and candidates ignore election laws? (B) Do political parties or candidates buy votes? (C) Do political parties or candidates use violence?



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Incidence of vote-buying • Majorities report that neither they nor someone in their neighborhood or village has been offered money, food or a gift by a political party in exchange for their vote in the 2016 election campaign. • However, close to a fifth, reported they or someone in the community received something in exchange for their vote



Q68. During the current campaign for the 2016 elections, how often has someone from a political party offered something, like money, food or a gift: (A) To other people in your neighbourhood or village in return for their votes? (B) To you in return for your vote? Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Incidence of vote-buying (by type of inducement) • Close to half (48%) cited cash/money as the type of vote-buying they or someone in their community experienced. Food was a distant second (16%)



Q69. [If “once or twice,” “a few times” or “often”: What did they offer? (Multiple response analysis)
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Incidence of vote buying: Which parties are the culprits • Ghanaians identified the NDC (51%) and the NPP (32%) as the main culprits involved in vote buying.



Q70. [If “once or twice,” “a few times” or “often” Which party made the offer to you? (Multiple response analysis)
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Summary of findings
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Summary of findings Popular preference for free and fair elections • A large majority of Ghanaians prefer elections as the mechanism for electing leaders, and also believe that their vote can make a difference



• Indeed, a solid majority believe Ghanaian elections enable voters to remove non-performing or non-responsive leaders from office Popular awareness of 2016 elections • There is high level of awareness about the upcoming 2016 elections among the Ghanaian public: most claim to know the location of the polling station where they will be voting; know that they would be required to show a biometric voter ID card in order to vote; claim to possess official biometric voter ID card; and know they would be voting for both MPs and President in the elections



• The main source of information for the electorate in the 2016 elections is radio (both private and state-owned); followed by TV (both private and state-owned) and informal channels such as friends, family and community meetings. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Summary of findings Preparedness of Citizens and Institutions for the 2016 Polls • Majorities claim to be registered voters and express an intention to vote in the elections. • Among the key institutions implicated in the management of the 2016 polls, the armed forces and police receive the highest popular preparedness rating Popular Preference for Free and Fair election • Ghanaians express a strong preference for completely free and fair elections. • They appear to be confident that the 2016 elections will be completely free and fair or free and fair with minor problems • A solid majority believes the EC is performing its duties as a “neutral body guided by law”. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Summary of findings Popular Fears and Apprehensions going into the 2016 polls • Majorities claim to enjoy vote secrecy and also believe their votes will be counted fairly •



However, a large minority seem concerned that the wrong vote tally will be announced



Popular opinions on ensuring election credibility and peacefulness •



Ghanaians are highly concerned about ensuring that election disputes, including potential violent conflicts are resolved peacefully and fairly



•



Majorities claim they will feel secure as well as much better if there were armed security personnel as well as domestic and international election observers present at the polling stations on election day



Popular preference for peaceful elections



•



Ghanaians seem to prefer peaceful elections over completely free and fair elections



•



Large majorities express abhorrence of the use of violence in politics, but over 1 in 10 hold a contrary view. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Summary of findings Opinions on election conflict resolution/securing election peace



•



Most Ghanaians say they won’t resort to unlawful actions, even if the 2016 elections do not honestly and accurately reflect the popular will.



•



Solid majorities claim they will resort to the court to seek redress.



•



The army, religious authority, traditional authority and citizen peace committees, NGOs and CSOs are deemed effective in resolving constituency electoral violence.



•



Clear majorities of Ghanaians claim they will obey a popular elected government even if they did not vote for it and are also willing to accept the authority of the court and the police.



•



Solid majorities affirm the ECs authority to announce the election result. Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Summary of findings Vote selling/buying in Ghanaian elections



• Ghanaians generally abhor vote-buying and believe it is “wrong and punishable” for a candidate to buy and for citizens to sell votes • However, majorities of Ghanaian believe political parties and candidates often/always engage in vote-buying during elections: NDC and NPP top the list of parties perceived to be implicated in vote-buying



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance
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THE END



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance



Citizen political engagement • In general, only minorities report active engagement in politics in the past year: 44% report attending community meetings; nearly 4 in 10 got together with others to raise an issue; and 10% attended protest march.



Citizen participation in political activities (%) | 2016



Attended a community meeting



Yes, at No, but No, would least would if had never do once/twice the chance this 44 30 26



Don’t Know 1



Got together with others to raise an issue



38



29



32



1



Attended a demonstration or protest march



10



21



68



1



Q38. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance? (a) Attended a community meeting? (b) Got together with others to raise an issue? (c) Attended a demonstration or protest march?
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Citizen political engagement | 2014-2016 • The percentage of Ghanaians who joined others to raise an issue or participated in community meeting increased marginally by 5% and 2%, respectively, between 2014 and 2016.



Bridging research and practice to promote good governance
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